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crYo caPs™

Neoprene covers for the toes and forefoot   |   Designed to reduce the 
discomfort of ice baths without inhibiting the therapeutic benefits   |   
Sold as  pair   |   One size fits all   |   Black only

 279820 Cryo Caps™ (Pair)                

cold shoulder™ wraP
Provides full coverage cold therapy to the shoulder, rotator cuff, upper 
arm and elbow    |   Universal right or left fit   |   One size fits most due to 
the underarm stretch panel that stretches to fit a variety of arm sizes

 279826 Cold Shoulder Each

Cold therapy

032746          032846          033107

236275                    236272                     236271

236106

flex-i-wraP™

Plastic film on roller makes wrapping a quick, one-handed task   |   Provides 
compression while clear film allows inspection of injury   |   Patented, built-
in handle brake on the roller makes tearing easier   |   Different-sized rolls 
allow for various wrapping jobs   |   Self-adhering   |   All sizes contain 650' 
of 0.75 mm film

 236106  4" — 6 rolls w/handle Clear

 236107  4" — 6 rolls only  Clear

 236109  6" — 6 rolls w/handle  Clear

 236110  6" — 6 rolls only  Clear

 236111  4" — 6 rolls only  Blue

 236112  4" — 6 rolls only  Red

 236113  4” — 6 rolls only  Yellow

 236108   Handle Only

cramer instant cold Pack
Single-use cold pack stays cold 15-20 minutes   |   No refrigeration 
necessary   |   Squeeze pack to activate

 033112  6” x 9”  Box of 12

 033107  6” x 9” Box of 16

 033101 6” x 9” Box of 16 (packed 4X4)

 033103 4.5” x 5” Box of 50

 032211 Kwik Heat™ 6” x 9”—Box of 12

 ice BaGs and disPensers
heavy duty iCe bags   Heavy 1 mil polyethylene material for 
increased durability   |   Extra attention to seams  helps minimize breakage 
due to  sharp ice crystals   |   Measures 9 1/2" x 18"   |   750 bags per roll

large heavy duty iCe bags   Larger size promotes greater 
surface area contact   |   1.25 mil polyethylene bag promotes increased 
durability and eliminates the need for double bagging   |   Measures 12" x 24"

dispeNser   Constructed of 5/16" stainless steel   |   Tabletop or wall 
mount   |   The 16-inch frame allows for mounting to wooden wall studs 
with the provided screws   |   Masonry and other surface mounting supplies 
are not provided with dispenser   |   Measures 16" x 10" x 6"

 236271 9.5" x 18" 1.0 mm Polyethylene Roll of 1,500

 236272 12" x 24" 1.25 mm Polyethylene Roll of 750

 236275  Dispenser

flex-i-cold™

Flexible cold and hot applications can be provided by one pack   |   Non-toxic 
gel stays flexible to -4˚F and can also be heated to provide thermal therapy   |   
Cold and hot use instructions on the puncture-resistant package

 032746 6" x 9"  Box of 12

 032846 4" x 6" Box of 12

 760327  6" x 9" Packaged Each

cold sPraY
Fast, temporary cooling spray   |   Topical coolant that evaporates from 
the athlete’s skin, lowering the surface temperature   |   Non-staining

cool towel
Keeps you refreshed and energized   |   Rinse with cool water, place on neck or 
head and enjoy a refreshing cool feeling   |   The absorbent material absorbs sweat 
and water five times faster than a cotton towel   |   Machine washable 

 760390 17" x 13"   (Small) Each

 760391 27" x 17"   (Large) Each

cool towel Bucket
Contains 12 small Cool Towels in an easy-to-store bucket

 760393  Each

 033627  6 oz.  033632  10 oz.

760390

236111

   236112   236110   

279820


